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COOLER BE COOL COOLBOX
Ready for summer? Just fill the cooler Be Cool 
up with ice cubes, throw in those drinks, place 
it outside and casually pop one open with the 
handy dandy opener on the side. Bam! 

Specifications
Width 39 cm
Length 91 cm
Height 85 cm



ARMCHAIR ALBERT KUIP GARDEN
When summer finally arrived, we soon found we missed our interiors. 
Especially our comfy and stylish Albert Kuip armchairs! So, a decision 
was made and when autumn came we designed our aluminium Albert 
Kuip Garden version. Look at the fantastic result! It’s also light enough to 
be picked up and moved around the garden, so you can keep catching 
that sunlight!

Specifications
Seat height: 47,5 cm
Seat depth: 44 cm
Arm height: 63,5 cm
Maximum weight load: 140 kg



ARMCHAIR CANTIK OUTDOOR
Armchair Cantik Outdoor is multifunctional. Yes, our design team aimed 
to design our first outdoor chair but the result, Cantik, is so pretty it can 
be used inside just as easily. The synthetic rattan shell and the water-
repellent seat are perfect for use outside, but the design quality really 
is purpose neutral. The dark coloured synthetic rattan puts one in mind 
of leather cord and the slender black frame contributes to the perfectly 
proportioned chair.

Specifications
Maximum weight load: 110 kg
Dimensions: 52x59x78,5 cm (WxDxH)
Seat height: 47 cm

Seat depth: 46 cm
Seat width: 48 cm
Armrest height: 63 cm



FRIDAY GARDEN CHAIR
We developed the Friday garden chair in cooperation with our friends from Studio Ape. Friday is a reinterpretation of the 
classic bistro chair. But there is no wood in our version. Friday is made of maintenance free aluminium. Smart right? That 
way we made sure Friday can be used inside and out. The whole year! Simplicity at its best.

Specifications
Width 44 cm
Length 50 cm
Height 79 cm
Seat height  47.5 cm
Seat depth  45 cm



GARDEN TABLE VONDEL
A large series of patio furniture. Vondel is suitable for big outdoor spaces 
but also for balconies! Sun’s out? Yes? Let’s enjoy it while sitting on the 
Vondel garden set. This hip and happening outdoor set is designed in 
collaboration with designers from Studio APE. And boy did we do a good 
job, or what? This series has many options. Think benches, different 
chairs, and different tables!

Specifications
Length 214 cm / Width 97 cm / Height 75 cm



GARDEN CHAIR VONDEL
A large series of patio furniture. Vondel is suitable for big outdoor spaces but 
also for balconies! Sun’s out? Yes? Let’s enjoy it while sitting on the Vondel 
garden set. This hip and happening outdoor set is designed in collaboration 
with designers from Studio APE. And boy did we do a good job, or what? This 
series has many options. Think benches, different chairs, and different tables!

Specifications
Width 65 cm
Length 58 cm
Height 82 cm
Seat height  46.4 cm
Seat depth  44.5 cm



OUTDOOR SOFA BREEZE 3-SEATER
Now that we’ve been made more aware than ever that meeting outdoors is 
generally healthier than inside, we decided we wanted the same comfort in our 
outdoor spaces as in our homes. So, Breeze, was a logical next step. Add an 
extra hocker for even more comfort.

Specifications
Width 236 cm
Depth 118 cm
Height 86 cm

Arm height  66 cm
Seat height  43 cm
Seat depth  91 cm



OUTDOOR CAFE DINING CHAIRS
This is a contemporary polypropylene cafe bistro chair suitable for both indoor and 
outdoor dining spaces. Featuring a wipe clean plastic shell and aluminium frame - this 
modern stackable dining chair is available in 11 contemporary colours.

Specifications
Width - 410mm
Height - 800mm

Depth - 400mm
Seat Height - 440mm



URBAN MARBLE WITH 2 CRUZ BLACK



URBAN CONCRETE WITH 2 VIBE BLACK



RIO 4 SEATER TABLE TOP WITH MALAGA 
BASE AND 2 RIO ARMCHAIRS



CANTERBURY 6 SEATER TABLE 
WITH 6 CANTERBURY SIDE CHAIRS
Canterbury 6 seater table with 6 Canterbury side chairs
Table: Parasol hole with cover, Adjustable feet, Metal reinforced top. Rattan style polypropylene



NEWBURY ARMCHAIR
Newbury wicker style Polypropolene plastic Armchairs in Anthracite with a 
grey detachable seat cushion included. The Newury Armchair is sold as a 
pair. The range also includes a separate Polypropolene coffee table.

Specifications
Weight 5.5 kg
Shape Armchair
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